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Abstract

This paper presents new differential methods for computing the combined and single dynamic stability derivatives of flight 

vehicle. Based on rigid dynamic mesh technique, the combined dynamic stability derivative can be achieved by imposing 

the aircraft pitching to the same angle of attack with two different pitching angular velocities and also translating it to the 

same additional angle of attack with two different rates of angle of attack. As a result, the acceleration derivative is identified. 

Moreover, the rotating reference frame is adopted to calculate the rotary derivatives when simulating the steady pull-up 

with different pitching angular velocities. Two configurations, the Hyper Ballistic Shape (HBS) and Finner missile model, are 

considered as evaluations and results of all the cases agree well with reference or experiment data. Compared to traditional 

ones, the new differential methods are of high efficiency and accuracy, and potential to be extended to the simulation of 

combined and single stability derivatives of directional and lateral.
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1. Introduction

How to obtain the characteristics of flight dynamics is a 

significant step in the process of aircraft design. Due to the 

complicatedly unsteady flow around the flight vehicle, until 

now it is a huge challenge to determine every aerodynamic 

parameter for flight dynamics analysis, especially for advanced 

aircraft during high maneuvers. In order to solve the problem, 

a common approach is based on the assumption that the 

aerodynamic forces and moments react in a linear form for small 

variations from a given steady –state flight initialization, which 

means they can be characterized by a series of aerodynamic 

derivatives, called stability derivatives [1-3]. Specifically, 

these dynamic derivatives are used for the indication of flight 

dynamic stability, and present measurements of how changes 

will occur to the forces or moments acting on the vehicle with 

a fluctuation of parameters in the flight condition, such as 

angle of attack, airspeed, altitude, etc. Thus, the research on 

methods to obtain dynamic derivatives has attracted more and 

more attention.

The dynamic derivatives can be calculated by several 

methods, namely empirical methods, wind tunnel testing or 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD), and each of them has 

its own advantages and disadvantages. Empirical methods 

usually use existing data to estimate the stability derivatives 

of similar configurations. It is quick but not accurate. For 

example, DATCOM [4] is a software using this method which 

contains a document of more than 1500 pages covering 

detailed methodologies for determining stability and control 

characteristics in a variety of aircraft configurations; Wind 

tunnel testing may be the most reliable tool to analyze 

dynamic characteristic besides flight testing, but it is always 

restricted to be applied due to the limitation of blockage, 

scaling, Reynolds-number effect and support interference [5-
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6]. Recent years with the development of CFD technique and 

unsteady aerodynamics theory, it is promising and possible 

to acquire dynamic derivatives with high-fidelity parallel 

CFD methods.

Generally, the simulation of dynamic derivative is 

obtained with CFD by imposing a forced sinusoidal motion 

around the aircraft center of gravity. Based on that, many 

scholars have carried out a variety of techniques to identify 

the stability derivatives. Park [7-8] presented a dual-time 

stepping algorithm to solve the unsteady oscillation with 

a multigrid DADI method, which is accurate but time-

consuming. Oktay [9] employed arbitrary Lagrangian – 

Eulerian (ALE) formulation with a dynamically deforming 

mesh algorithm to calculate the dynamic derivatives of the 

Basic Finner Missile (BFM) model, but the unaffordable 

cost of mesh deformation became new challenge. Da Ronch  

[10-11] developed Fourier integral and linear regression 

methods to analyze the stability derivatives of Standard 

Dynamic Model (SDM) and the Transonic Cruiser (TCR). 

The analyzed results showed good agreement with wind 

tunnel testing but only part of stability derivatives could 

be simulated by using these methods. Murman [12] used 

Cartesian mesh to solve the non-linear, reduced frequency 

approach to simulate derivatives, and the method was rather 

efficient but still not so accurate.

Even though much work has been done for the computation 

of stability derivatives, only the combined form derivatives 

are identified with most methods, which cannot satisfy the 

requirements of advanced flight vehicle whose aerodynamics 

and control system need to be accurately designed with 

detailed single dynamic derivatives. In this case, new CFD 

methods are urgently needed to finely simulate the derivatives.

In this work, we seek to detailed calculate all combined 

and single dynamic derivatives with a series of new CFD 

methods based on rigid dynamic mesh technique. With 

which the aircraft will be forced to translate or rotate twice 

with different parameters, both the combined and single 

stability derivatives can be easily achieved with the unsteady 

aerodynamic forces and moments. The longitudinal dynamic 

derivatives of Hyper Ballistic Shape (HBS) and Finner missile 

configurations are further employed to validate effectiveness 

of the new methods. In addition, another merit of the 

proposed methods is that they can be applied to lateral and 

directional dynamic derivatives simulation.

2. Numerical method 

The commercial software, ANSYS Fluent [13], is chosen 

to calculate the steady and unsteady cases in this paper. The 

code provides lots of models addressing a wide range of fluid 

flow problems and its high-precision and robustness have 

been validated in many fields. 

The equation describing the unsteady dynamic motion is 

the 3D Reynolds-averaged N-S equation can be expressed as:
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where V indicates the control volume, ( , , , , )TW u v w E      is the vector of conserved variables, 
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The rigid dynamic mesh technique is adopted to model flows where the whole domain is v

arying as a function of time due to unsteady motions, aiming to identify the combined and o

ne single stability derivatives. This model is a special case of general dynamic mesh motion 
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single freedom motions with only one body, seen in Fig. 1. Actually, the rigid dynamic mesh
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ic mesh technique can lead to high efficiency as the reason that there is no need to calculate
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          (a) Initial mesh                (b) Dynamic mesh after rigid motion 

Fig. 1. Rigid dynamic mesh technique 

  

(a) Rotating to   with 1q                (b) Rotating to   with 2q  

Fig. 2. Differential method to calculate combined stability derivative with two different pitching 

angular velocities 

  

(a) Translating with 1                  (b) Translating with 2  

Fig. 3. Differential method to calculate acceleration stability derivative with two different rates of 

angle of attack 

Fig. 1. Rigid dynamic mesh technique
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To determine the other single derivative, the rotating 

reference frame is adopted as the problem is unsteady in the 

stationary (inertial) frame steady with respect to the moving 

frame. For a steadily rotating frame, it is possible to transform 

the equations of fluid motion to the moving frame such that 

steady-state solutions are available.

3. Dynamic derivative calculation method

3.1 Traditional CFD methods

Traditionally the dynamic derivative is obtained by forcing 

the aircraft moving sinusoidal-y around the center of gravity, 

which is similar to wind tunnel testing, and the aerodynamic 

forces and moments are linear functions of associated flight 

parameters. For example, the longitudinal pitching moment 

coefficient is normally formulated as a function of the angle 

of attack, α, pitching angular velocity, q, and the rate of these 

two variables, 
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The relationship between angle of attack and pitching 

angular velocity are presented in Eq. (4) under harmonic 

movement.
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where / 2k c V   is the non-dimensional reduced frequency of the applied motion. Here m mqC C 

represents the pitch - damping moment coefficient, which is t e r m e d  a s  out-

of phase derivative, and due to the reason that   and q

 are difficult to separate, this derivative is also named as combined dynamic derivative. Moreover, 

2
m mqC C   known as in-phase derivative is also a combined dynamic derivatives comprised of  

a static derivative mC   and a rotational derivative mqC  . 

In the above method, the combined dynamic derivatives can be simulated through the identi

fication of aerodynamic forces and moments after several cycles’ unsteady motion, but the computat

ion cost is huge. Even though the harmonic balance method [15] or time spectral method [16] has 

been used to reduce time costs with the unsteady calculation transformed from time domain t

o frequency domain, it is still not a systematic method and only the combined form of stabili

ty derivatives are obtained. 

To deal with the difficulties of estimating the dynamic derivatives, a set of new approaches

 are proposed and investigated in this paper. 

 

3.2 New CFD methods to calculate combined and single dynamic derivatives 

Different from traditional CFD methods, in this paper the differential methods are employed to 

calculate the combined and all the single dynamic derivatives. Firstly, based on small disturbance 

theory, the vehicle is forced to move with two different kinematic parameters. Then, with the 

difference of the unsteady or steady aerodynamic forces and moments, all the stability derivatives can 

be quickly achieved. Now, the longitudinal stability derivatives are taken as examples to introduce 

these new differential methods in detail.  

1) Calculation of combined dynamic derivative 

The differential method solves the combined derivatives by enforcing the aircraft rotating to the 
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by enforcing the aircraft rotating to the same angle of attack 

∆α by two different angular velocities q1 and q2, which 

is shown in Fig. 2. The unsteady moment coefficients are 

obtained by a Taylor series expansion during the applied 

pitching, formulated as
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2 0 2 2      m m m m mqC C C C C q                                                  (9) 

Note that Eqs. (8) and (9) have already discarded the higher terms. Since the rate of angle of attack 

equals to pitching angular velocity when the free stream is unchanged then we obtain 

1 1q                                                                         (10) 

2 2q                                                                         (11) 

Rearranging Eqs. (8) and (9), we obtain 

1 0 1( )    m m m m mqC C C C C q                                                      (12) 

2 0 2( )    m m m m mqC C C C C q                                                     (13) 

It is obvious that the only differences between these two equations are the unsteady moment 

coefficients and the terms of pitching angular velocities, Subtracting Eq. (12) from Eq. (13), we can 

finally yield the following equation to calculate the combined dynamic derivative: 
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where / 2q ql V  is the non-dimensional pitching angular velocity, l is the reference length of the 

computational model, and V is the free stream velocity. 

Now, it is clear that subtraction used to identify the stability derivatives is just the reason why 

differential method is called. In comparison with the traditional small amplitude oscillation method, 

there is no periodic calculation in the new approach, which indicates that it is a highly efficient 

method. 

2) Calculation of acceleration derivative 

The translation acceleration derivative mC   represents the finite time of aerodynamic loads at the 

tail lag changes in downwash converted downstream from the wing. Hence it is also called the 

derivative of lag of wash and indicates the aerodynamic moment increment caused by the unit change 

of angle of attack rate  . Since the form of   is similar to the pitching angular velocity q  when 
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where / 2k c V   is the non-dimensional reduced frequency of the applied motion. Here m mqC C 

represents the pitch - damping moment coefficient, which is t e r m e d  a s  out-

of phase derivative, and due to the reason that   and q

 are difficult to separate, this derivative is also named as combined dynamic derivative. Moreover, 

2
m mqC C   known as in-phase derivative is also a combined dynamic derivatives comprised of  

a static derivative mC   and a rotational derivative mqC  . 

In the above method, the combined dynamic derivatives can be simulated through the identi

fication of aerodynamic forces and moments after several cycles’ unsteady motion, but the computat

ion cost is huge. Even though the harmonic balance method [15] or time spectral method [16] has 

been used to reduce time costs with the unsteady calculation transformed from time domain t

o frequency domain, it is still not a systematic method and only the combined form of stabili

ty derivatives are obtained. 

To deal with the difficulties of estimating the dynamic derivatives, a set of new approaches

 are proposed and investigated in this paper. 

 

3.2 New CFD methods to calculate combined and single dynamic derivatives 

Different from traditional CFD methods, in this paper the differential methods are employed to 

calculate the combined and all the single dynamic derivatives. Firstly, based on small disturbance 

theory, the vehicle is forced to move with two different kinematic parameters. Then, with the 

difference of the unsteady or steady aerodynamic forces and moments, all the stability derivatives can 

be quickly achieved. Now, the longitudinal stability derivatives are taken as examples to introduce 

these new differential methods in detail.  
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The differential method solves the combined derivatives by enforcing the aircraft rotating to the 
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rotating frame, it is possible to transform the equations of fluid motion to the moving frame such that 

steady-state solutions are available. 

 
3. Dynamic derivative calculation method 

3.1 Traditional CFD methods 

Traditionally the dynamic derivative is obtained by forcing the aircraft moving sinusoidal-y 

around the center of gravity, which is similar to wind tunnel testing, and the aerodynamic for

c e s  a n d  m o m e n t s  a r e  l i n e a r  f u n c t i o n s  o f  a s s o c i a t e d  f l i g h t  p a r a m e t e r s .

 For example, the longitudinal pitching moment coefficient is normally formulated as a 

function of the angle of attack,  , pitching angular velocity, q , and the rate of these two 

variables,   and q , which is defined as  

0
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where mqC q   and ˆ ( , )q   are high-order terms which are often discarded due to their small ef

fects. Then the unsteady moment coefficient can be simplified as  
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The relationship between angle of attack and pitching angular velocity are presented in Eq. 
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Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), the longitudinal pitching moment coefficient can be rewritten as 

2
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In the case that  nt 2  and 2 / 2t n    , Eq. (5) are respectively expressed as 
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where / 2k c V   is the non-dimensional reduced frequency of the applied motion. Here m mqC C 
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derivative of lag of wash and indicates the aerodynamic moment increment caused by the unit change 

of angle of attack rate  . Since the form of   is similar to the pitching angular velocity q  when 

the free stream velocity is unchanged, the single derivative mC   is difficult to be obtained in 

traditional methods, but the differential method can effectively address this problem. 

Similar to the calculation of combined dynamic derivative, we enforce the aircraft translating to the 

same additional angle of attack with two different time rates of angle of attack 1 , 2 . It is worth 

noting that the change of angle of attack should be transformed to that of additional velocity and its 

rate, given in Fig. 3.  

When the two rates of angle of attack 1  and 2  are given, the same instantaneous additional 

angle of attack is defined by 

1 1t                                                                           (15) 

2 2t                                                                           (16) 

Combined with the relation  

1 1 1tan tan( ) /t V V                                                               (17) 

2 2 2tan tan( ) /t V V                                                               (18)  

Then the additional velocities are 

1 1 1 1 1tan( )V V t V t                                                                 (19) 

2 2 2 2 2tan( )V V t V t                                                                (20) 

For small disturbance, aircraft is approximately in the uniformly accelerative motion. Thus, the 

unsteady moment coefficients are only related to   and  , expressed as 

1 0 1      �m m m mC C C C                                                      (21) 

2 0 2      �m m m mC C C C                                                      (22) 

Since the additional angle of attacks at final times will be the same, the transition acceleration 

derivative value can be obtained by subtracting Eq. (21) from Eq. (22): 
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where 1 1
ˆ / 2l V    and 2 2

ˆ / 2l V    indicate the non-dimensional rates of angle of attack. 

3) Calculation of rotary derivative  
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3) Calculation of rotary derivative 

The angular velocity derivative Cmq is also called the rotary 

derivative, representing the increments of aerodynamic 

forces and moments due to pitching angular velocity. 

Since the pitching moment produced by the additional 

aerodynamic forces always seems to impede the motion, Cmq  

is named as damping derivative. To calculate this stability 

derivative, the effect of the rate of angle of attack 
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rotating frame, it is possible to transform the equations of fluid motion to the moving frame such that 

steady-state solutions are available. 

 
3. Dynamic derivative calculation method 

3.1 Traditional CFD methods 

Traditionally the dynamic derivative is obtained by forcing the aircraft moving sinusoidal-y 

around the center of gravity, which is similar to wind tunnel testing, and the aerodynamic for

c e s  a n d  m o m e n t s  a r e  l i n e a r  f u n c t i o n s  o f  a s s o c i a t e d  f l i g h t  p a r a m e t e r s .

 For example, the longitudinal pitching moment coefficient is normally formulated as a 

function of the angle of attack,  , pitching angular velocity, q , and the rate of these two 

variables,   and q , which is defined as  

0
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where mqC q   and ˆ ( , )q   are high-order terms which are often discarded due to their small ef

fects. Then the unsteady moment coefficient can be simplified as  
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The relationship between angle of attack and pitching angular velocity are presented in Eq. 
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Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), the longitudinal pitching moment coefficient can be rewritten as 
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The angular velocity derivative mqC  is also called the rotary derivative, representing the 

increments of aerodynamic forces and moments due to pitching angular velocity. Since the pitching 

moment produced by the additional aerodynamic forces always seems to impede the motion, mqC is 

named as damping derivative. To calculate this stability derivative, the effect of the rate of angle of 

attack   should be eliminated. The first method to attain this goal is to subtract mC   from the 

combined dynamic derivative m mqC C  , but here a new differential method is proposed to directly 

calculate mqC . 

A typical motion only related to pitching angular velocity is the steady pull – up without elevator 

angle, because during the pull-up maneuver, the aircraft experiences a steady state of rotation in 

vertical plane, while the angle of attack and velocity remain the same. Apparently, there is no such 

ideal movement in factual flight. However, this motion can still be used to compute the rotary 

derivative.  

Both the steady and unsteady methods can be used to simulate the motion. When we use the 

unsteady approach with rigid dynamic mesh technique, the aircraft will ideally rotate around the fixed 

points in vertical plane, whilst the steady method is established based on the rotating reference frame.  

In this work, the rotating velocity of unsteady approach is applied to the frame instead of the aircraft, 

which is readily transformed to steady case. Then, the steady method is adopted to calculate the 

motion and further identify the single dynamic derivative mqC . 

When the vehicle travels at speed V , two different pitching angular velocities 1q  and 2q  are 

added to achieve the pull-up motions. As a consequence, the fields of the relative air flow past the 

airplane are curved, and the radiuses of the cases are  

1
1

Vr
q
                                                                        (24) 

2
2

Vr
q
                                                                        (25) 

As the steady characteristic of the movement, the motion of airplane can be transformed to a 

reference frame, known as the method of rotating reference frame, illustrated in Fig. 4. Now the 
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aerodynamic forces and moments are only function of pitching angular velocity, expressed as  
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2 0 2m m mqC C C q                                                                 (27) 

Subtracting Eq. (26) from Eq. (27), we obtain  
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Where 1 1ˆ / 2q q l V  and 2 2ˆ / 2q q l V  represent the non-dimensional pitching angular 

velocities. 

Now the new differential methods can be summarized as the flow diagram in Fig. 5. Starting with 

steady cases, all the combined and single dynamic derivatives can be calculated following the steps. 

 

4. CFD modeling 

4.1 HBS stability derivatives 

We firstly analyze the Hyper Ballistic Shape (HBS) model [17] to verify the derivative computation 

methods in this work. The configuration is a slender body revolution with hemisphere-cylinder and 

two-stage expansion skirt, shown in Fig. 6. The mesh is generated by transfinite interpolation based on 

the algebraic method in the ANSYS ICEM CFD software, and total mesh size of 1.6 million cells is 

used to simulate both the static and dynamic cases, and Fig. 7 is the surface mesh of the model. 

Dynamic testing was performed in the isentropic light piston tunnel (ILPT) at the University of 

Southampton, which is an intermittent wind-tunnel facility proving an open jet test section of nozzle 

exit plane diameter 0.21m with a flow Mach number of M=6.85 for durations of typically 0.5s. The 

unit Reynolds number test is approximately 6Re 0.72 10   for the cases and the center of gravity 

position is 3.24d from the head position of HBS. 

Although the steady aerodynamic forces and moments testing data is not offered to compare with 

CFD results, we still need to calculate the static cases to better understand the flow characteristics and 

provide initial solutions for the dynamic simulations. Fig. 8 shows the contours of pressure coefficient 

and the streamlines of HBS model at several angles of attack, we can clearly see the recirculating 
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aerodynamic forces and moments are only function of pitching angular velocity, expressed as  
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Where 1 1ˆ / 2q q l V  and 2 2ˆ / 2q q l V  represent the non-dimensional pitching angular 

velocities. 

Now the new differential methods can be summarized as the flow diagram in Fig. 5. Starting with 

steady cases, all the combined and single dynamic derivatives can be calculated following the steps. 
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4. CFD modeling

4.1 HBS stability derivatives

We firstly analyze the Hyper Ballistic Shape (HBS) model 

[17] to verify the derivative computation methods in this 

work. The configuration is a slender body revolution with 

hemisphere-cylinder and two-stage expansion skirt, shown 

in Fig. 6. The mesh is generated by transfinite interpolation 

based on the algebraic method in the ANSYS ICEM CFD 

software, and total mesh size of 1.6 million cells is used to 

simulate both the static and dynamic cases, and Fig. 7 is the 

surface mesh of the model.

Dynamic testing was performed in the isentropic light 

piston tunnel (ILPT) at the University of Southampton, 

which is an intermittent wind-tunnel facility proving an 

open jet test section of nozzle exit plane diameter 0.21m with 

a flow Mach number of M=6.85 for durations of typically 0.5s. 

The unit Reynolds number test is approximately Re=0.72×106 

for the cases and the center of gravity position is 3.24d from 

the head position of HBS.

Although the steady aerodynamic forces and moments 

testing data is not offered to compare with CFD results, we 

still need to calculate the static cases to better understand 

the flow characteristics and provide initial solutions for the 

dynamic simulations. Fig. 8 shows the contours of pressure 

coefficient and the streamlines of HBS model at several 

angles of attack, we can clearly see the recirculating region 

around the base of the model. For this configuration, a 

detached shock wave forms ahead of the body which contains 

a normal shock wave perpendicular to the direction of free 

stream, two weaker oblique shock waves on both sides and 

a Mach wave far from the surface. The flow behind the bow 

shock consists of supersonic, transonic and subsonic gases 

and leads to a more complicated aerodynamic phenomena. 

Therefore, the unsteady characteristic of the flow is evident 

at high angle of attack, and the steady results may be not so 

reliable and are for reference only.  

1) The effect of time step for unsteady calculation

The combined dynamic derivative 

9 

The angular velocity derivative mqC  is also called the rotary derivative, representing the 

increments of aerodynamic forces and moments due to pitching angular velocity. Since the pitching 

moment produced by the additional aerodynamic forces always seems to impede the motion, mqC is 

named as damping derivative. To calculate this stability derivative, the effect of the rate of angle of 

attack   should be eliminated. The first method to attain this goal is to subtract mC   from the 

combined dynamic derivative m mqC C  , but here a new differential method is proposed to directly 

calculate mqC . 

A typical motion only related to pitching angular velocity is the steady pull – up without elevator 

angle, because during the pull-up maneuver, the aircraft experiences a steady state of rotation in 

vertical plane, while the angle of attack and velocity remain the same. Apparently, there is no such 

ideal movement in factual flight. However, this motion can still be used to compute the rotary 

derivative.  

Both the steady and unsteady methods can be used to simulate the motion. When we use the 

unsteady approach with rigid dynamic mesh technique, the aircraft will ideally rotate around the fixed 

points in vertical plane, whilst the steady method is established based on the rotating reference frame.  

In this work, the rotating velocity of unsteady approach is applied to the frame instead of the aircraft, 

which is readily transformed to steady case. Then, the steady method is adopted to calculate the 

motion and further identify the single dynamic derivative mqC . 

When the vehicle travels at speed V , two different pitching angular velocities 1q  and 2q  are 

added to achieve the pull-up motions. As a consequence, the fields of the relative air flow past the 

airplane are curved, and the radiuses of the cases are  

1
1

Vr
q
                                                                        (24) 

2
2

Vr
q
                                                                        (25) 

As the steady characteristic of the movement, the motion of airplane can be transformed to a 

reference frame, known as the method of rotating reference frame, illustrated in Fig. 4. Now the 
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 are obtained from unsteady 

aerodynamic forces, and one of the most important factors 

for unsteady calculation is the time step, so we firstly analyze 

the effect of time step and find its reasonable values for the 

simulation in this work.

The longitudinal dynamic pitching cases are chosen as 

examples. The time steps we use are shown in Rable1 and the 

residual variation can be seen in Fig. 9. The results indicate 

that when the time step is 0.00005s, only 10 steps are needed 

to keep the convergence of the inner iteration, while 22 

more steps are used when dt=0.0008s. The smaller the time 

step, the less inner iterations required for convergence, and 

the greater the computational cost needed, as the result, 

we finally choose the time step dt=0.0002s, inner iteration 

steps n=15 as calculation parameters with comprehensive 

consideration.

2) Longitudinal combined dynamic derivatives 

The new differential strategy is used to calculate the 

longitudinal combined dynamic derivative when the steady 

simulations are finished. Two different pitching angular 

velocities q1=0.2rad/s, q2=0.4rad/s are imposed to the HBS 

model to move unsteadily to the same additional angle of 

attack Δα=0.004rad. The unsteady aerodynamic coefficients 

during the calculation steps are shown in Fig. 10, and we can 

see that as the time step increases, the aerodynamic loads 

also exhibit a linear relationship at these angles of attack, 

which indicates that all the unsteady cases still satisfy the 

small disturbance theory. 

According to the new method, the combined dynamic 

derivatives can be obtained with the transient pitching 

moment coefficients at the final instantaneous angle of 

attack. Table 2 shows the simulation results of the combined 

Table 1. Time steps used for testing

21 

Originals of tables used in the text (each on a separate sheet). 

Table 1. Time steps used for testing 
Time step (s) 0.00005 0.0001 0.0002 0.0004 0.0008 

Inner iteration steps 22 22 22 22 22 
 

Table 2. Calculation results of combined stability derivative 

Angle of attack (degree) m mqC C cal   expm mqC C   Error 
0 -17.9 -18.14 1.32% 
5 -17.4 -17.58 1.02% 

10 -16.7 -16.72 0.12% 
15 -25.8 -25.52 1.10% 
20 -60.63 -56.05 8.17% 
25 -62.3 -61.2 1.80% 

 

Table 3. Calculation results of acceleration derivative 

Angle of attack (degree) mC cal  mC ref 
0 2.01 1.92 
5 3.33 3.46 

10 6.01 5.82 
15 3.98 4.17 
20 -11.31 -10.99 
25 -14.91 — 

 

Table 4. Calculation results of rotary derivative 

Angle of attack (degree) mqC Diff mqC Sub mqC ref  
0 -20.43 -19.91 -20.19 
5 -21.09 -20.73 -20.89 
10 -22.66 -22.71 -22.71 
15 -30.03 -29.78 -29.33 
20 -44.04 -49.32 -43.97 
25 -49.23 -47.39 — 
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dynamic derivatives and they maintain good consistency 

with tunnel testing data [17] at all the angles of attack. 

With the increment of angle of attack, the absolute value 

of derivative is matched, which means the improvement of 

dynamic damping.

Table 2 also shows that the calculation error of 
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The angular velocity derivative mqC  is also called the rotary derivative, representing the 

increments of aerodynamic forces and moments due to pitching angular velocity. Since the pitching 

moment produced by the additional aerodynamic forces always seems to impede the motion, mqC is 

named as damping derivative. To calculate this stability derivative, the effect of the rate of angle of 

attack   should be eliminated. The first method to attain this goal is to subtract mC   from the 

combined dynamic derivative m mqC C  , but here a new differential method is proposed to directly 
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A typical motion only related to pitching angular velocity is the steady pull – up without elevator 
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which is readily transformed to steady case. Then, the steady method is adopted to calculate the 

motion and further identify the single dynamic derivative mqC . 

When the vehicle travels at speed V , two different pitching angular velocities 1q  and 2q  are 

added to achieve the pull-up motions. As a consequence, the fields of the relative air flow past the 

airplane are curved, and the radiuses of the cases are  
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As the steady characteristic of the movement, the motion of airplane can be transformed to a 

reference frame, known as the method of rotating reference frame, illustrated in Fig. 4. Now the 

 

at α=20o is extraordinarily increased, while the coefficients 

at this angle of attack are linearly varied with the constant 

pitching angular velocities, the possible reason for this 

phenomenon may be that the flow field is heavily affected 

with the flow separation and shock at this angle of attack, 

and the unsteady calculations cannot describe the complex 

flows so accurately. Thus, the results may not be credible at 

such a large or larger angle of attack.

3) Longitudinal translation acceleration derivatives

To avoid the interference of pitching angular velocity 

during the unsteady motion, two different rates of angle of 

attack 

12 

results of the combined dynamic derivatives and they maintain good consistency with tunnel testing 

data [17] at all the angles of attack. With the increment of angle of attack, the absolute value of 

derivative is matched, which means the improvement of dynamic damping. 

Tab. 2 also shows that the calculation error of m mqC C   at 20   is extraordinarily increased, 

while the coefficients at this angle of attack are linearly varied with the constant pitching angular 

velocities, the possible reason for this phenomenon may be that the flow field is heavily affected with 

the flow separation and shock at this angle of attack, and the unsteady calculations cannot describe the 

complex flows so accurately. Thus, the results may not be credible at such a large or larger angle of 

attack. 

3) Longitudinal translation acceleration derivatives 

To avoid the interference of pitching angular velocity during the unsteady motion, two different 

rates of angle of attack 1 0.2 /rad s  , 2 0.4 /rad s   are used to force the body to translate to 

the same additional angle of attack 0.004rad  . The additional velocities perpendicular to free 

stream speed transformed from the rates of angle of attack are respectively 1 1404V t   and 

2 2808V t  , the unsteady pitching moment coefficients during the dynamic processes are given in Fig. 

11. Similar to those of combined derivative calculation, all the coefficients increase linearly with time 

step.  

The acceleration derivatives mC   can be calculated by using the new differential method and 

numerical results in Tab. 3 show good prediction with reference data [18]. It is show that the time rate 

of angle of attack may have adverse impact on dynamic stability of this configuration since most 

acceleration derivatives are positive values. Also we can find the same characteristic as the last section, 

the calculation errors are increased at high angles of attack, which may be caused by the same reason. 

4) Longitudinal rotary derivatives 

Using the rotating reference frame when simulating the steady pull-up, we chose four different 

pitching angular velocities 1 0.05 /q rad s , 2 0.1 /q rad s , 3 0.2 /q rad s  and 4 0.4 /q rad s  to 

detailed analyze the new differential method for obtaining the rotary derivative.  

=0.2rad/s, 
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results of the combined dynamic derivatives and they maintain good consistency with tunnel testing 
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pitching angular velocities 1 0.05 /q rad s , 2 0.1 /q rad s , 3 0.2 /q rad s  and 4 0.4 /q rad s  to 

detailed analyze the new differential method for obtaining the rotary derivative.  

=0.4rad/s are used to force the body to 

translate to the same additional angle of attack Δα=0.004rad. 

The additional velocities perpendicular to free stream speed 

transformed from the rates of angle of attack are respectively 

ΔV1=404t1 and ΔV2=808t2, the unsteady pitching moment 

coefficients during the dynamic processes are given in Fig. 

11. Similar to those of combined derivative calculation, all 
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the coefficients increase linearly with time step. 

The acceleration derivatives 

9 

The angular velocity derivative mqC  is also called the rotary derivative, representing the 

increments of aerodynamic forces and moments due to pitching angular velocity. Since the pitching 

moment produced by the additional aerodynamic forces always seems to impede the motion, mqC is 

named as damping derivative. To calculate this stability derivative, the effect of the rate of angle of 

attack   should be eliminated. The first method to attain this goal is to subtract mC   from the 

combined dynamic derivative m mqC C  , but here a new differential method is proposed to directly 

calculate mqC . 

A typical motion only related to pitching angular velocity is the steady pull – up without elevator 

angle, because during the pull-up maneuver, the aircraft experiences a steady state of rotation in 

vertical plane, while the angle of attack and velocity remain the same. Apparently, there is no such 

ideal movement in factual flight. However, this motion can still be used to compute the rotary 

derivative.  

Both the steady and unsteady methods can be used to simulate the motion. When we use the 

unsteady approach with rigid dynamic mesh technique, the aircraft will ideally rotate around the fixed 

points in vertical plane, whilst the steady method is established based on the rotating reference frame.  

In this work, the rotating velocity of unsteady approach is applied to the frame instead of the aircraft, 

which is readily transformed to steady case. Then, the steady method is adopted to calculate the 

motion and further identify the single dynamic derivative mqC . 

When the vehicle travels at speed V , two different pitching angular velocities 1q  and 2q  are 

added to achieve the pull-up motions. As a consequence, the fields of the relative air flow past the 

airplane are curved, and the radiuses of the cases are  

1
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2
2
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                                                                        (25) 

As the steady characteristic of the movement, the motion of airplane can be transformed to a 

reference frame, known as the method of rotating reference frame, illustrated in Fig. 4. Now the 

 can be calculated by 

using the new differential method and numerical results in 

table 3 show good prediction with reference data [18]. It is 

show that the time rate of angle of attack may have adverse 

impact on dynamic stability of this configuration since most 

acceleration derivatives are positive values. Also we can find 

the same characteristic as the last section, the calculation 

errors are increased at high angles of attack, which may be 

caused by the same reason.

4) Longitudinal rotary derivatives

Using the rotating reference frame when simulating the 

steady pull-up, we chose four different pitching angular 

velocities q1=0.05rad/s, q2=0.1rad/s, q3=0.2rad/s and 

q4=0.4rad/s to detailed analyze the new differential method 

for obtaining the rotary derivative. 

Figure 12 shows the steady moment coefficients of these 

pitching angular velocities at several angles of attack, as 

the linear relationship between aerodynamic coefficients 

and angular velocities, rotary derivatives can be obtained 

with steady results of arbitrary two cases. Table 4 shows the 

final values of stability derivatives obtained from both the 
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Table 1. Time steps used for testing 
Time step (s) 0.00005 0.0001 0.0002 0.0004 0.0008 

Inner iteration steps 22 22 22 22 22 
 

Table 2. Calculation results of combined stability derivative 

Angle of attack (degree) m mqC C cal   expm mqC C   Error 
0 -17.9 -18.14 1.32% 
5 -17.4 -17.58 1.02% 

10 -16.7 -16.72 0.12% 
15 -25.8 -25.52 1.10% 
20 -60.63 -56.05 8.17% 
25 -62.3 -61.2 1.80% 

 

Table 3. Calculation results of acceleration derivative 

Angle of attack (degree) mC cal  mC ref 
0 2.01 1.92 
5 3.33 3.46 

10 6.01 5.82 
15 3.98 4.17 
20 -11.31 -10.99 
25 -14.91 — 

 

Table 4. Calculation results of rotary derivative 

Angle of attack (degree) mqC Diff mqC Sub mqC ref  
0 -20.43 -19.91 -20.19 
5 -21.09 -20.73 -20.89 
10 -22.66 -22.71 -22.71 
15 -30.03 -29.78 -29.33 
20 -44.04 -49.32 -43.97 
25 -49.23 -47.39 — 
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Fig. 10. Unsteady pitching moment coefficients vs time steps 

 

Fig. 11. Unsteady pitching moment coefficients during plunging motion 
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differential and subtraction methods, all the cases show 

good consistency with calculation data in reference [18] 

Generally, the major computational cost for time-domain 

traditional methods with forced oscillation is spent on the 

simulations of periodic motions, and this will not happen 

in the new differential methods to calculate combined and 

single dynamic derivatives. For the HBS model, a typical 

calculation of combined dynamic derivative with time-

domain method requires about 12 hours of CPU time on 18 

processors with about 1.6 million cells. However, we only use 

8 hours to compute the combined and two single dynamic 

derivatives with the new differential methods. Hence, 

they are really efficient ways to obtain detailed stability 

derivatives. Moreover, when the pitching angular velocity 

is replaced with yawing and rolling angular velocities, the 

new differential methods can be extended to directional and 

lateral stability derivative simulation. 

4.2 Finner missile stability derivatives

To further validate the methods, the stability derivatives of 

the Finner missile model are further simulated, which is also 

a common case for testing. The configuration and surface 

mesh of the model are shown in Fig. 13 and 14 respectively 

and the computational mesh is also generated by ICEM CFD 

with a total size of 2.8 million cells. The center of gravity 

locates at 6.1 times the diameters from the nose along the 

longitudinal axis of the model.

With the new differential methods, the steady cases 

should also be firstly calculated under the condition of Mach 

number Ma=1.96 and Reynolds number Re=0.187×106 based 

on cone base diameter d. Then, all the other simulations to 

identify the combined and single dynamic derivatives can 

be finished. Fig. 15 compares the longitudinal combined, 

acceleration, and rotary stability derivatives when the angle 

of attack ranges from 0 degree to 30 degrees, the numerical 

data matches very well with wind-tunnel testing and 
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Table 4. Calculation results of rotary derivative

21 

Originals of tables used in the text (each on a separate sheet). 

Table 1. Time steps used for testing 
Time step (s) 0.00005 0.0001 0.0002 0.0004 0.0008 

Inner iteration steps 22 22 22 22 22 
 

Table 2. Calculation results of combined stability derivative 

Angle of attack (degree) m mqC C cal   expm mqC C   Error 
0 -17.9 -18.14 1.32% 
5 -17.4 -17.58 1.02% 

10 -16.7 -16.72 0.12% 
15 -25.8 -25.52 1.10% 
20 -60.63 -56.05 8.17% 
25 -62.3 -61.2 1.80% 

 

Table 3. Calculation results of acceleration derivative 

Angle of attack (degree) mC cal  mC ref 
0 2.01 1.92 
5 3.33 3.46 

10 6.01 5.82 
15 3.98 4.17 
20 -11.31 -10.99 
25 -14.91 — 

 

Table 4. Calculation results of rotary derivative 

Angle of attack (degree) mqC Diff mqC Sub mqC ref  
0 -20.43 -19.91 -20.19 
5 -21.09 -20.73 -20.89 
10 -22.66 -22.71 -22.71 
15 -30.03 -29.78 -29.33 
20 -44.04 -49.32 -43.97 
25 -49.23 -47.39 — 
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reference data [18-20] across the full regime of angle of attack. 

Dynamic values indicate that the longitudinal dynamic 

damping improves as the increment of angle of attack, 

while the proportions of two single dynamic derivatives are 

different from each other. Different from aircraft, traditional 

wings are not appeared in this configuration, only weak 

downwash flow caused by the blunt body affects the flow 

field of fins, therefore, the change of acceleration derivatives 

is reasonable.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the new differential strategies to simulate 

the combined and single dynamic derivatives are presented.  

Based on rigid dynamic mesh technique, the combined and 

acceleration stability derivatives are firstly calculated, while the 

rotating reference frame approach is adopted when identifying 

the rotary stability derivative. The longitudinal dynamic 

derivative calculation results of HBS model and Finner missile 

model match well with reference and experiment data.

Different from traditional methods, the new differential 

methods can be used as convenient ways for the production 

of advanced flight vehicle as the reason that lower 

computational cost is needed and more detailed stability 

derivatives can be obtained for further flight dynamics 

analysis. Also the methods can be applied to directional and 

lateral stability simulation by replacing the pitching angular 

velocity with those of yawing and rolling.

However, the presented work is just the beginning of the 

process to deeply analyze the dynamic stability characteristics 

of aircraft. The methods are still based on small-disturbance 

theory with linear or weakly nonlinear flow at medium-small 

angle of attacks. Future research will focuses on improving 

their efficiency and accuracy and modifying the methods to 

better fit the cases at high angle of attack. 
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